In today's world, individuals interact with each other in more complicated patterns than ever. Some individuals engage through online social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter), while some communicate only through conventional ways (e.g., face-to-face). Therefore, understanding the dynamics of information propagation among humans calls for a multi-layer network model where an online social network is conjoined with a physical network. In this work, we initiate a study of information diffusion in a clustered multilayer network model, where all constituent layers are random networks with high clustering. We assume that information propagates according to the SIR model and with different information transmissibility across the networks. We give results for the conditions, probability, and size of information epidemics, i.e., cases where information starts from a single individual and reaches a positive fraction of the population. We show that increasing the level of clustering in either one of the layers increases the epidemic threshold and decreases the final epidemic size in the whole system. An interesting finding is that information with low transmissibility spreads more effectively with a small but densely connected social network, whereas highly transmissible information spreads better with the help of a large but loosely connected social network.
INTRODUCTION
T HE study of dynamical processes on real-world complex networks has been an active research area over the past decade. An interesting phenomenon that occurs in many such processes is the spreading of an initially localized effect throughout the whole (or, a very large part of the) network. These events are usually referred to as (information) cascades and can be observed in processes as diverse as adoption of cultural fads, the diffusion of belief, norms, and innovations in social networks [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , disease contagion in human and animal populations [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , failures in interdependent power systems [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , rise of collective action to joining a riot [15] , and the global spread of computer viruses or worms on the Web [16] , [17] .
This work focuses on an important class of dynamical process known as the information propagation or simple contagions; this is to be contrasted with complex contagions often referred to as influence propagation [18] . Although well-studied in the past across various domains, the information diffusion problem has recently taken a new form and dimension by the emergence of online social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, etc. In particular, due to the existence of multiple online social networks, information is now likely to spread among the population in an unprecedented speed and scale. Although there has been a recent surge of research on multilayer and multiplex networks (e.g., see [4] , [8] , [19] ), the current literature still falls short in fully quantifying this phenomenon. For instance, Ya gan et al. analyzed [4] , [20] the diffusion of information in a multi-layer network, but only for the cases where all constituent layers are generated by the configuration model [21] ; see also [22] , [23] for works that are in the same vein. However, the configuration model produces [24] , [25] networks that can not accurately capture some important aspects of real-world social networks, most notably the property of high clustering [26] , [27] . Informally known as the phenomenon that "friends of our friends" are likely to be our friends, clustering has been shown to impact significantly the dynamics of various diffusion processes [18] , [28] , [29] .
With these in mind, we study information propagation in clustered multi-layer networks. In particular, we consider a model where all constituent layers are random networks with clustering as introduced by Miller [24] and Newman [25] , i.e., they are generated randomly from given distributions specifying the number of single edges and triangles for any given node; see Section 2.1 for details. Our modeling framework consists of a physical network where information spreads amongst people through conventional communication media (e.g., face-to-face communication, phone calls), and overlaying this network, there are online social networks offering alternative platforms for information diffusion, such as Facebook, Twitter, Google+, etc. The coupling across these networks results from nodes they have in common, i.e., individuals who participate in multiple networks simultaneously; see Section 2.2 for details of our multi-layer network model where the coupling level is tunable.
In this setting, we analyze the propagation of information assuming that information propagates according to the SIR epidemic model. 1 Namely, an individual is either susceptible (S) meaning that she has not yet received a particular information, or infectious (I) meaning that she is aware of the information and is spreading it to her contacts, or recovered (R) meaning that she is no longer spreading the information. Let T ij denote the probability that an infectious individual i transmits the information to a susceptible contact j. Throughout, we account for the fact that individuals' information spreading behaviors may differ from one network to another; e.g., one may be more active in Facebook than Twitter, or vice versa. The varying rate of information diffusion across different social networks is captured in our formulation by having the transmissibility T ij depend on the network that the link i $ j belongs to; see Section 2.3 for details.
Our main contributions are as follows. We solve analytically for the threshold, probability, and mean size of information epidemics, i.e., cases where information starts from a single individual and reaches a positive fraction of the population; see Section 2.4 for precise definitions. Our analytical approach is based on mapping the SIR propagation model to a bond percolation process and then utilizing a multi-type branching process to solve for the quantities of interest; the isomorphism between the SIR model and bond percolation has been established for certain cases in [33] , [34] . The analytical results are validated and extended by computer simulations.
Several interesting conclusions are drawn from these results. For example, we show that increasing the level of clustering in any one of the layers increases the epidemic threshold and decreases the final epidemic size of the whole system. Put differently, we show that i) clustering makes it more difficult for a single person to spread the information to the masses; and ii) even if the information reaches to the masses, we show that clustering decreases the total fraction of individuals informed. We also demonstrate how the overlap between the constituent networks affect the information propagation dynamics, particularly through impacting the degree-degree correlations. For instance, we show that an online social network that is small in size but large in mean connectivity is more effective (resp. less effective) in facilitating the propagation of information with low transmissibility (resp. high transmissibility) as compared to a large social network with smaller mean connectivity, with the total number of edges fixed in both cases.
Our general framework contains non-clustered multilayer networks and single-layer clustered networks as special cases. In addition, given that information propagation problem is studied via bond percolation over a multi-layer network, our work can also be useful in the context of robustness against random attacks. Finally, although the problem is motivated here in the context of information propagation, network coupling is relevant in many simple contagion processes including diffusion of diseases [8] ; e.g., a small community may consist of three coupled networks corresponding to three venues people can interact at: households, hospitals, and schools [35] , [36] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the models applied in this study and the problem to be considered. In Section 3, we introduce the related technical background. In Section 4, we present and derive the main results of this work, while in Section 5, we confirm our analytical results via computer simulations. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we give precise definitions of our system model and then describe problems that shall be studied.
Random Graphs with Clustering
Our modeling framework is based on random networks with clustering as introduced independently by Miller [37] and Newman [38] . This model takes its roots from the widely used configuration model [21] that generates a network randomly according to a given degree distribution. Namely, consider a vertex set V ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, where each vertex is independently assigned a random number of stubs according to a probability distribution fp k g 1 k¼0 ; i.e., the degree d i of vertex i equals k with probability p k for any positive integer k. Then, stubs are randomly paired with each other to form edges until no free stubs is left.
It is known that [21] , [38] configuration model generates tree-like graphs with finite number of cycles in the limit of large number of nodes. However, most social networks exhibit high clustering, anecdotally known as the likelihood of a "friend of a friend" to be one's friend. Put differently, real-world social networks are not tree-like and instead have considerable number of cycles, particularly of size three; i.e., triangles. With this in mind, Miller [37] and Newman [38] proposed a modification on the configuration model to enable generating random graphs with given degree distributions and tunable clustering.
The model proposed in [37] , [38] is often referred to as random networks with clustering and is based on the following algorithm. Consider a joint degree distribution fp st g 1 s;t¼0 that gives the probability that a node has s single edges and t triangles; e.g., see node 2 in Fig. 1a that has two single edges and one triangle. Namely, each node will be given s stubs labeled as single and 2t stubs labeled as triangles with probability p st , for any s; t ¼ 0; 1; . . .. Then, stubs that are labeled as single are randomly joined to form single edges that are not part of a triangle, whereas pairs of triangle stubs from three nodes are randomly matched to form triangles between the three participating nodes; of course the total degree of a node will be distributed by p k ¼ P s;t:sþ2t¼k p st . As in the standard configuration model, it can be shown that the number of cycles formed by single edges Fig. 1 . Illustration of a random network with clustering. In part (a), node 2 has 2 single edges and one triangle, whereas in part (b) it has zero single edges and two triangles. For the network in Fig. 1a , the global clustering coefficient is 0.2 while the local clustering coefficient is 4 15 , while for the network in Fig. 1b , these coefficients are given by 0.4 and 0.7, respectively.
is negligible as n gets large, and so is the number of cycles of length larger than three [21] . 2 The resulting level of clustering of the model described above can be quantified in a number of ways. Here we consider two widely used metrics known as the global clustering coefficient [38] and local clustering coefficient [40] ; see [39] , [41] , [42] for other definitions of clustering coefficient proposed in the literature. Namely, the global clustering is defined via
where "connected triples" means a single vertex connected by edges to two others. On the other hand, the local clustering is defined as the average
where C i denotes the clustering coefficient for node i given by C i ¼ number of triangles connected to vertex i number of connected triples centered on vertex i :
Here, n Ã is the number of nodes whose C i is well-defined in the network; i.e., number of nodes where the denominator at (3) is nonzero. The difference between the two definitions of clustering is illustrated in Figs. 1a and 1b, where networks with the same degree distribution are considered. It was shown in [21] that both C global and C local are positive in the random clustered network model, while both quantities approach to zero with increasing network size in the standard configuration model.
Multilayer Network Models with Clustering
In this paper, we consider a multilayer network where each layer is generated independently and constitutes a random graph with clustering as introduced in Section 2.1. For brevity, we only consider two layers but most of the arguments can easily be extended to higher number of layers. Namely, we let W and F denote the two constituent layers of networks with the possible motivation that W models the physical contact network among individuals, i.e., models face-toface relationships, while network F stands for an online social network, say Facebook. In line with this terminology, we assume that the network W is defined on the vertices N ¼ f1; . . . ; ng, while F contains only a subset of the nodes in N to account for the fact that not every individual participates in online social networks; see Fig. 2 for an illustration of the two-layer network model we are considering.
To specify this model further, we assume that each vertex in N participates in F independently with probability a 2 ð0; 1, leading by the Strong Law of Large Numbers to jN F j n ! a:s: a;
where N F denotes the set of vertices in network F; here ! a:s: denotes convergence in almost sure sense with n growing unboundedly large. In words, this implies that the fraction of nodes that belong to F is a in the large n limit. The case where jN F j ¼ oðnÞ has been considered in [4] and it was shown that most properties pertaining to the propagation information are unaffected by the existence of the upper layer F; i.e., when the online social network has a negligible size compared to the whole population, it does not impact the threshold or size of information epidemics. As mentioned already, we assume that both F and W are random networks with clustering. In particular, we let fp f st ; s; t ¼ 0; 1; . . .g and fp w st ; s; t ¼ 0; 1; . . .g denote the joint distributions for single edges and triangles for F and W, respectively. Then both networks are generated independently according to the algorithm described in Section 2.1, and they are denoted respectively by F ¼ Fðn; a; p f st Þ and W ¼ Wðn; p w st Þ. We define the multi-layer network H as the disjoint union H ¼ F ' W and represent it by Hðn; a; p f st ; p w st Þ. Here, the disjoint union operation implies that we still distinguish F-edges from W-edges in network H, and this is done to accommodate the possibly different rates (or, even rules) of information propagation across the two networks. To this end, an equivalent representation of 2. Although the notion of clustering is mainly concerned with cliques (i.e., complete subgraphs) of size three, real-world social networks contain larger cliques as well. To that end, it would be interesting to extend our work to models that contain cliques of arbitrary size; e.g., see [39] for an approach where cliques of arbitrary size are embedded within a random tree structure.
H would be a multiplex network, meaning that our work also applies to SIR epidemics in a single network with different types (or, colors) of edges.
With these definitions in mind, let d fs and d ws denote the random variables corresponding to the number of single edges for a vertex in F and W, respectively, while n ft and n wt are defined similarly for the number of triangles assigned; i.e., the degree of a node from triangle edges in F is given by d ft ¼ 2n ft and similarly for d wt . Then the colored degree d of a vertex is given by d ¼ ðd fs ; 2n ft ; d ws ; 2n wt Þ; (5) meaning that the vertex has d fs single edges and 2n ft triangle edges in network F, and d ws single edges and 2n wt triangle edges in network W. Under the assumptions enforced here, the distribution of this colored degree is given by
where the term ð1 À aÞ1½d fs ¼ 0^n ft ¼ 0 accounts for the fact that if the node does not belong to F (which happens with probability 1 À a), then its degree from single and triangle edges will both be zero.
Information Propagation Model: SIR
Consider the diffusion of a piece of information in the multilayer network H which starts from a single node. We assume that information spreads from a node to its neighbors according to the SIR epidemic model. In this context, an individual is either susceptible (S) meaning that she has not yet received a particular item of information, or infectious (I) meaning that she is aware of the information and is capable of spreading it to her contacts, or recovered (R) meaning that she is no longer spreading the information [30] , [31] , [32] . As in [43] , we assume that an infectious individual i transmits the information to a susceptible contact j with probability T ij ¼ 1 À e Àr ij t i . Here, r ij denotes the rate of contact over the link from i to j, and t i is the time i keeps spreading the information; i.e., time i remains infectious. It is expected that information propagates over the physical and social networks at different rates, which manifests from different probabilities T ij across links in this case. Specifically, let T w ij stand for the probability of information transmission over a link (between and i and j) in W and let T f ij denote the probability of information transmission over a link in F. For simplicity, we assume that T w ij and T f ij are independent for all distinct pairs i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n. Furthermore, we assume that the random variables r w ij and t w i are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with probability densities P w ðrÞ and P w ðtÞ, respectively. We find it useful to define T w as the mean of T w ij ; i.e.,
We refer to T w as the transmissibility over W and note that 0 T w 1. In the same manner, we assume that r f ij and t f i are i.i.d. with respective densities P f ðrÞ and P f ðtÞ leading to a transmissibility T f over F.
As shall be discussed in Section 2.4, under certain conditions, it can be assumed that information propagates over W (resp. over F) as if all transmission probabilities were equal to T w (resp. to T f ), for the purposes of computing the threshold, probability, and expected size of epidemics.
Problems of Interest
We consider the propagation of information (or, a disease) in H as explained in Section 2.3. The outbreak is triggered by infecting a randomly selected node and propagates in the network according to the SIR model. Given the monotonicity of the SIR process [43] , a steady-state will always be reached where all nodes are either recovered or susceptible. The final size of an outbreak is defined as the number of nodes that are recovered at the steady-state, and its relative final size is its final size divided by the total size n of the network. Following [34] , we define a self-limited outbreak as an outbreak whose relative final size approaches zero, and an epidemic as an outbreak whose relative final size is positive, both in the limit of large n. There is a critical boundary in the space of all network parameters, often defined as the epidemic threshold, or epidemic boundary, that separates the cases for which the probability of an epidemic is zero (i.e., sub-critical, or non-epidemic parameter regime) from those that lead to P½epidemic > 0 (i.e., super-critical, or epidemic regime), again with n ! 1.
With these definitions in place, this work seeks to identify i) the epidemic boundary; ii) the relative final size of epidemics in the super-critical case; and iii) the exact probability P½epidemic in the super-critical regime.
As we seek to study several properties of simple contagions as outlined above, a first step will be to observe that under certain conditions, the SIR propagation model is isomorphic to a bond percolation process [44] . More specifically, assume that each edge in W (resp. F) is occupied -meaning that it can be used in spreading the information, disease, etc. -with probability T w (resp. T f ) independently from all other edges. Here, T w and T f are transmissibility parameters calculated as the mean probability of transmission between any two nodes in the corresponding networks; see Section 2.3. Then, the size of an outbreak started from an arbitrary node is equal to the number of individuals that can be reached from the initial node by using only the occupied links in H.
This isomorphism was claimed to hold first by Newman [43] who studied the SIR model in single networks. It was later shown by several authors [33] , [34] that the SIR process is isomorphic to bond percolation only when the infectious period distribution P ðtÞ is degenerate; i.e., when all nodes have the same recovery time t 1 ¼ Á Á Á ¼ t n . When nodes have heterogeneous recovery times, the SIR process is not isomorphic to a bond percolation process. Throughout, we restrict our attention to cases where all nodes have the same recovery time so that the aforementioned isomorphism is valid. To that end, our efforts towards analyzing information propagation (e.g., items (i)-(iii) given above) rely on mapping the SIR model to a bond percolation process.
We now explain how mapping the problem to a bond percolation process paves the way to obtaining the quantities (i)-(iii) given above. LetW (resp.F) be a network that contains only the occupied edges of W (resp. F). Put differently, consider an Erdo s-R enyi [45] network Gðn; T w Þ (resp. GðN F ; T f Þ) on the nodes f1; . . . ; ng (resp. on the node set N F ) such that between every pair of nodes there is an edge with probability T w (resp. T f ) independently from all other edges. Then,
The bond percolation networkH that contains only the occupied edges of H is then given byH ¼W [F. The different transmissibility properties of W and F are already incorporated into this model through distinct bond occupation probabilities T w and T f . Thus,H (defined on the vertices f1; . . . ; ng) is a simplex network obtained by a simple union of the edges ofW andF.
The threshold and relative final size of epidemics can now be computed from the phase transition behavior ofH. Namely, epidemics can take place if and only ifH has a giant component; i.e., a connected subgraph that contains a positive fraction of nodes in the large n limit. Thus, epidemic boundary is given by the phase transition threshold, i.e., the threshold for the existence of a giant component inH. Also, a node can trigger an epidemic only if it belongs to the giant component, in which case an outbreak started from this node will reach the whole giant component. Hence, the relative size of the giant component inH gives both P½epidemic as well as the relative final size of epidemics.
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
In what follows we introduce the technical underpinnings of our analysis. Our approach is based on exploring a branching process which starts with an arbitrary node in the network and recursively reveals all the nodes reached and informed by following its edges; see Fig. 3 . Throughout, we will be interested in various discrete random variables naturally associated with this branching process; e.g., total number of nodes reached and informed by following a randomly selected edge in W (resp. in F). Oftentimes we find it useful to characterize the probability distributions of these random variables through their generating functions [46] . This approach has been widely adopted in the literature in analyzing complex networks and has several benefits as shall soon become apparent.
We now formally define the notion of a generating function: Let X be a positive-valued, discrete random variable with the distribution fp k : k ¼ 0; 1; . . .g; i.e., we have PðX ¼ kÞ ¼ p k . Then the generating function of X is given by
We remark that a random variable is uniquely identified by its generating function since we have
where h ðkÞ ðxÞ denotes the kth order derivative of hðxÞ. Also, we can easily compute the moments of X from the derivatives of hðxÞ evaluated at the point x ¼ 1 [21] ; e.g., the first moment is given through E½X ¼ h 0 ð1Þ, i.e., by the first derivative of hðxÞ evaluated at x ¼ 1.
MAIN RESULTS
As described in Section 2.2, the clustered multilayer network in this paper consists of four kinds of edges, single edges in F, triangle edges in F, single edges in W, and triangle edges in W; these will be denoted by fsÀ, ftÀ, wsÀ, and wtÀedges, respectively. In order to analyze the information propagation in multilayer networks, we consider a branching process that starts with informing a node selected randomly from among all nodes, f1; . . . ; ng. We then explore all the neighbors that are reached and informed by this node, and continue recursively until the branching process stops. The distribution of the resulting number of nodes informed will be characterized via its generating function. We now explain our approach based on generating functions precisely. 3 Let HðxÞ denote the generating function for the "finite number of nodes that are reached and informed" by the above branching process. We will derive an expression for HðxÞ using four other generating functions h fs ðxÞ, h ft ðxÞ, h ws ðxÞ, and h wt ðxÞ, where h fs ðxÞ stands for the "finite number of nodes reached and informed by following a randomly selected fs-edge," and h ws ðxÞ defined similarly for the wsÀedges. The definitions for h ft ðxÞ and h wt ðxÞ are a bit different in the sense that they correspond to the "finite number of nodes reached and informed by following a randomly selected triangle in F (resp. in W)" for h ft ðxÞ (resp. h wt ðxÞ). In other words, we consider the whole triangle at once, rather than focusing on its edges separately; see Section 4.2.
With these definitions in place, we now write HðxÞ in terms of h fs ðxÞ, h ft ðxÞ, h ws ðxÞ, and h wt ðxÞ
where p d denotes the colored degree distribution given by (6) . The validity of (8) can be seen as follows. The term x stands for the node that is selected randomly and given the information to initiate the propagation. This node has a degree d ¼ ðd fs ; 2n ft ; d ws ; 2n wt Þ with probability p d . The number of nodes reached and informed by each of its d fs (resp. d ws ) single edges in F (resp. W) has a generating function h fs ðxÞ (resp. h ws ðxÞ). Similarly, the number of nodes Fig. 3 . Illustration of the branching process. The children of each individual node is identified recursively, while taking into account whether or not the information is transferred from the parent node to the child node. The initial vertex that starts the information is regarded as the 0 th generation, and we are interested in deriving the limiting behavior of the total number of nodes reached and informed as the number nodes n ! 1.
3. Our approach is based on a technique widely known as mean-field analysis. Although not rigorous in the strict sense, this technique allows gaining insight on various problems pertaining to networks that are otherwise not mathematically tractable. For instance, the closest rigorous study relevant to our work is the highly technical paper by Bollob as, Janson, and Riordan [47] that only covers the case where the degree distribution p d is doubly Poisson (see Section 5.1).
informed by following each of the n ft (resp. n wt ) triangles it participates in F (resp. W) has a generating function h ft ðxÞ (resp. h wt ðxÞ). Combining, we see from the powers property of generating functions [21] that the number of nodes reached and informed in this process when the initial node has degree d has a generating function h fs ðxÞ d fs h ft ðxÞ n ft h ws ðxÞ d ws h wt ðxÞ n wt . Averaging over all possible degrees d of the initial node, we get (8) .
For (8) to be useful, we shall derive expressions for the generating functions h fs ðxÞ, h ft ðxÞ, h ws ðxÞ, and h wt ðxÞ. As will become apparent soon, there are no explicit equations defining these functions. Instead, we should seek for recursive equations defining each generating function in terms of others. Then, fixed points of this recursion will be explored and utilized to determine the threshold and size of information epidemics; i.e., situations where the number of people reached and informed by the original branching process is infinite. 4 These steps are taken in the next sections where we first focus on deriving h fs ðxÞ and h ws ðxÞ (Section 4.1) followed by derivations of h ft ðxÞ and h wt ðxÞ (Section 4.2). These arguments are then combined in Section 4.3 to derive the epidemic threshold and final epidemic size.
Information Propagation via Single Edges in Network F
We start deriving recursive equations for h fs ðxÞ and h ws ðxÞ by focusing on the number of nodes reached and informed by following one end of a single edge in F and W, respectively. For instance, for h fs ðxÞ, we pick one of the single edges in F uniformly at random and assume that at one end it is connected to a node who is in the infected state. Then, we compute the generating function for the number of nodes informed by following the other end of the edge. In what follows, we only derive h fs ðxÞ since the computation of h ws ðxÞ follows in a very similar manner. Similar to [4] , we obtain the following expression for the generating function h fs ðxÞ þ ð1 À T f Þ:
We now explain each term appearing at (9) in turn. First of all, it is straightforward to see that if the selected edge is not occupied, which happens with probability 1 À T f , then the number of informed nodes by following it will be zero. This leads to a term ð1 À T f Þx 0 in the generating function h fs ðxÞ.
In words, adding the term ð1 À T f Þx 0 to h fs ðxÞ means that the probability of the underlying random variable (encoded by the generating function h fs ðxÞ) being zero is incremented by 1 À T f . On the other hand, if the selected edge is occupied, which happens with probability T f , then the node at the other end of the edge will be informed. This means that the number of informed edges in this process will be one plus all the nodes that are then informed by the node at the other end of the selected edge. Adding one to a random variable is equivalent to multiplying its generating function by x, whence we get the term T f x.
The summation term appearing at (9) stands for the number of nodes informed by the aforementioned end node of the randomly selected edge, and is similar in vein with the summation term used in (8) with two differences. First, the degree distribution of this end node is not p d since it is already known to have at least one single edge in F. Instead, its degree distribution will be proportional to d fs p d , and after proper normalization we see that the end node will have degree d ¼ ðd fs ; 2n ft ; d ws ; 2n wt Þ with probability d fs p d hd fs i ; e.g., see [4] , [21] for similar arguments. Finally, if this node has degree d then the number of people it informs is generated by h fs ðxÞ d fs À1 h ft ðxÞ n ft h ws ðxÞ d ws h wt ðxÞ n wt , with the minus one term on d fs accounting to the fact that one of its single edges in F has carried the information to this node and has already been taken into account. Averaging over all possible d, we get (9).
Information Propagation via Triangles in Network F
We now derive h ft ðxÞ, i.e., the generating function for the number of nodes informed by following a random triangle in F; similar arguments hold for h wt ðxÞ. We demonstrate this situation in Fig. 4 , where the top vertex u is infected, and we are interested in computing the generating function for the number of nodes that will be informed by nodes v and w. First, by conditioning on the state, i.e., occupied or not occupied, of the three edges forming this triangle, we compute the probabilities for neither, one, or both of v and w being informed, respectively. It is not difficult to see that
We now explain why the above equations hold. First, for v and w to be not informed, both of the edges u $ v and u $ w should be not occupied. By independence, this occurs with probability ð1 À T f Þ 2 . Second, we compute the probability of only one of v and w being informed, which by symmetry is given by two times the probability that v is informed but w is not. The latter happens if and only if the edge u $ v is occupied while the edges u $ w and v $ w are not occupied. By independence, this has probability T f ð1 À T f Þ 2 . Finally, probability that both v and w are informed is given by subtracting the first two probabilities from one. Fig. 4 . The top vertex u is infected, and information is transferred 4. A more direct approach for determining the threshold of epidemics would be to write a set of recursive equations (one for each of the four types of edges considered) for the extinction probability of the branching process. Then the stable fixed point of these recursions would help determine whether the process will reach a positive fraction of the nodes; e.g., see [24] , [25] for utilization of this approach.
We now turn to computing the generating function h ft ðxÞ by conditioning on the three events discussed above. As in Section 4.1, if neither of the nodes v and w are informed, then the number of nodes informed by this triangle will be zero, leading to an additive term ð1 À T f Þ 2 x 0 . Next, we derive the term corresponding to the case where only one of v or w is informed. This leads to
hn ft i h fs ðxÞ d fs h ft ðxÞ n ft À1 h ws ðxÞ dws h wt ðxÞ n wt ;
where 2T f 1 À T f À Á 2 stands for the probability of the conditioning event that only one of v or w is informed, and x stands for the node that is informed. As in Section 4.1, the degree distribution of this informed node will not be given by p d , but instead will be proportional to the number of triangles n ft assigned to it; as before this is due to the fact that the node under consideration is known to have at least one triangle in F. By normalization, we see that the degree of the node will be d ¼ ðd fs ; 2n ft ; d ws ; 2n wt Þ with probability n ft p d hn ft i . The rest of the expression (10) follows similarly to (9) , where a minus one term is invoked at n ft in order to not double count the triangle u; v; w that is being considered. Finally, the term corresponding to the case where both v and w are informed is easily computed as the square of (10) as we use the powers property upon noting that v and w will inform independent sets of nodes under the enforced assumptions. Collecting, we obtain 
Computing the Final Epidemic Size
We are now in a position to write the recursive equations for generating functions h fs ðxÞ, h ft ðxÞ, h ws ðxÞ, and h wt ðxÞ, whose solution will be reported into (8) to get the final epidemic size. Using (9) and (11) 
The desired generating function HðxÞ for the finite number of nodes informed in the network can now be computed in the following manner. For any x, we solve the recursive relations (12), (13) , (14), (15) , i.e., find a fixed point of (12), (13) , (14), (15) . Then reporting the resulting values of h fs ðxÞ, h ft ðxÞ, h ws ðxÞ, and h wt ðxÞ into (8), we obtain HðxÞ for this particular value of x. Repeating the same process for any x will lead to a complete characterization of HðxÞ. However, in this work we are only interested in the cases where the number of nodes informed by the process is infinite. More precisely, we wish to derive i) the conditions for the probability of informing a positive fraction of nodes to be larger than zero in the large n limit; and (ii) the exact asymptotic fraction of informed individuals when the conditions of part (i) hold. As explained in Section 2.4, the latter also gives the probability of triggering an epidemic starting with a random node. In order to achieve these goals, we take advantage of the "conservation of probability" property of generating functions, i.e., the fact that Hð1Þ ¼ 1 when the number of nodes reached and informed is always finite. If on the other hand Hð1Þ < 1, we understand that there is a positive probability 1 À Hð1Þ for the aforementioned branching process to lead to an infinite component of informed nodes; i.e., for the branching process to be supercritical. In this case, 1 À Hð1Þ stands for the fraction of nodes that are in the giant component ofH. Recalling the discussion in Section 2.4, we know that information propagation will turn into an epidemic if and only if the initiator node is in this giant component. Thus, we conclude that the probability of an epidemic is given by 1 À Hð1Þ and so is the relative final size of epidemics.
With these in mind, we now seek for a fixed point of the recursion (12), (13), (14) , (15) 
where g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , and g 4 are functions immediately obtainable from (12), (13), (14), (15); e.g., we have
With this notation, we also have
It is easy to check that the recursion (12), (13) , (14) , (15) exhibits a trivial fixed point h 1 ¼ h 2 ¼ h 3 ¼ h 4 ¼ 1, which leads to Hð1Þ ¼ 1, meaning that the branching process is sub-critical and all informed components have finite size. However, the solution
when it is an attractor; i.e., a stable fixed point. We check the stability of this solution via linearization of (12), (13) , (14) , (15) around x ¼ 1, which leads to Jacobian matrix J whose entries are given by
; for each i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4. Namely, we have Now, if the largest eigenvalue in absolute value of the Jacobian matrix J, denoted by sðJÞ, is less than or equal to one, then the trivial solution mentioned above is an attractor, whence all informed components have finite size as understood from the conservation of probability; i.e., from Hð1Þ ¼ 1. However, if sðJÞ > 1, then the trivial solution will not be stable and another solution with h 1 ; h 2 ; h 3 ; h 4 < 1 will exist. This then will lead to having Hð1Þ < 1 meaning that information epidemics take place with probability 1 À Hð1Þ > 0 and reach an expected fraction 1 À Hð1Þ of the whole population, where Hð1Þ is computed from (17) .
Collecting, the threshold of information epidemics is given by sðJÞ ¼ 1, where sðJÞ is the spectral radius of the Jacobian matrix given at (18) . Also, the mean epidemic size (i.e., the fractional size of the giant component of the percolated networkH) can be computed by first finding the pointwise smallest solution of the recursion (16) , and then reporting the result into (17) to get Hð1Þ. As discussed before, the mean size of epidemics is given by 1 À Hð1Þ.
The Relationship Between Our Analysis and Some Previous Studies
Our results generalize some of the existing work in the literature; e.g., see [4] , [24] , [25] . First, by letting h fs ðxÞ ¼ h ft ðxÞ ¼ 1 in (12), (13) , (14) , (15) , we ensure that F is an empty graph, so that our system model is equivalent to the single clustered network considered in [24] , [25] . Similarly, if we set h ft ðxÞ ¼ h wt ðxÞ ¼ 1 then neither F nor W will have triangle edges, rendering our system to be equivalent to the non-clustered multi-layer network studied in [4] . A careful inspection of our results will reveal that in both special cases, our results recover the finding of [4] , [24] , [25] .
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section is devoted to presenting numerical results with regard to information propagation in clustered multilayer networks in specific settings with given degree distributions. In what follows, we first consider the case where both constituent networks in our model have doubly-Poisson degree distributions p st , while in Section 5.2 we consider the case where p st is a power-law distribution with exponential cut-off. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 are devoted to understanding the impact of clustering and of the parameter a on the dynamics of information propagation, respectively.
Networks with Doubly Poisson Distributions
Consider the case where both p f st and p w st are doubly Poisson; i.e., the number of single edges and triangles in both networks are independent and they all follow a Poisson distribution. Namely, we set 
where s and t are the number of single edges and triangles in the corresponding networks while m f;1 and m f;2 (resp. m w;1 and m w;2 ) are the mean number of them respectively in F (resp. in W). Under this setting, the mean epidemic size as well as the epidemic threshold can be computed from the analytical results presented in Section 4.3. To check the validity of our analysis for finite-sized networks, we have also conducted an extensive numerical study. In particular, we consider n ¼ 5 Â 10 5 nodes in the population and three different values a ¼ 0:1; 0:5; 0:9 for the size of network F. We let m f;1 ¼ m f;2 ¼ 0:5 and similarly m w;1 ¼ m w;2 ¼ 0:5. For various information transmissibility parameters T w ¼ T f we generate 100 independent realizations of the multi-layer network H and compute the size of the largest connected component (of the percolated networkH) in each case. The results are then averaged over 100 experiments to obtain the empirical size of information epidemics.
The results are depicted in Fig. 5 , where the curves stand for the theoretical results obtained from our discussion in 
Section 4.3, while the markers stand for the empirical results obtained from simulation experiments. We see that there is a perfect agreement between the analytical and experimental results confirming the validity of our results even when n is finite. We also see that as a increases, the critical threshold is reduced and the epidemics size is enlarged. This is an intuitive consequence given that the network becomes denser with increasing a. A more detailed discussion on the impact of the parameter a on the characteristics of information propagation in a multi-layer network is provided in Section 5.4 below.
Networks with Power-Law Degree Distributions
Many real-world networks including the Internet (at the level of autonomous systems), the phone call network, the e-mail network, and the web link network are shown to exhibit power law degree distributions with exponential cut-off [48] . To gain more insight about our results for more realistic network models, we next consider the case where both F and W have power-law degree distribution with exponential cut-off. Namely, we have s Àg w;1 Lig w;1 ðe À1=G w;1 Þ t Àg w;2 Lig w;2 ðe À1=G w;2 Þ ; s, t = 1, 2, ...
(
; (22) where Li m ðzÞ ¼ P 1 k¼1 z k k m is the mth polylogarithm of z. In order to compute an analytical expression for the size of information epidemics we proceed similarly with the case of doubly Poisson distributions and use our results presented in Section 4.3.
For computer simulations, we set n ¼ 2 Â 10 5 , and use a ¼ 0:1; 0:5; 0:9 as three sample sizes for the network F. The corresponding degree distributions are given by (21) and (22) with g f;1 ¼ g f;2 ¼ g w;1 ¼ g w;2 ¼ 2:5, and G f;1 ¼ G f;2 ¼ G w;1 ¼ G w;2 ¼ 10. With T f ¼ T w ranging from zero to one, we compute the empirical size of the information epidemics again via averaging over 100 independent experiments. The results are demonstrated in Fig. 6 where curves are obtained analytically using our discussion in Section 4.3, and markers represent numerical results. We again see a perfect agreement between our analysis and numerical results.
How Does Clustering Affect the Threshold and Size of Information Epidemics?
An important goal of this work is to understand how clustering affects the dynamics of information propagation in multi-layer networks. Given the complexity of the model adopted here this can be studied in several different ways; e.g., with controlling the clustering coefficient of only one of the networks F or W, or by adjusting both networks' clustering simultaneously. Also, the way we adjust the clustering coefficient of a given network can have a significant impact on the conclusions obtained given that such changes might also impact the degree-degree correlations (e.g., assortativity) in the network. 5 The situation becomes even more involved as one realizes that the choice of the parameter a changes the assortativity of the network as well.
With these in mind, we consider doubly Poisson distributions in the remainder of this discussion. We first consider a scenario where one or both of the constituent networks in the system is changed from a non-clustered network to a clustered network. More precisely, we compare the following three cases Both networks are non-clustered (NN) Network W is clustered but network F is non-clustered (NC) Both networks are clustered (CC) Here, the clustered networks are generated as discussed in Section 2.1 following the approach of Miller [24] and Newman [25] , say with doubly Poisson degree distribution p st with parameter s for single edges and t for triangle edges. To ensure a fair comparison, we generate non-clustered networks with the same total degree distribution and degree-degree correlations. To this end, we generate the non-clustered networks using the multiplex (i.e., colored) version of the configuration model [50] . Namely, each node gets Poið s Þ stubs of color blue and 2 Â Poið t Þ stubs of color red, and then stubs of the same color are randomly matched to form edges. The standard configuration model where colors are ignored would lead to the same degree distribution, but would fail in capturing the positive degree correlations inherent in the random clustered networks proposed by Miller [24] and Newman [25] .
The results are depicted in Fig. 7 , where we compare the relative size of the epidemics as T w ¼ T f varies from zero to Fig. 6 . Simulation for Power-law degree distributions.
5.
The assortativity coefficient is the Pearson correlation coefficient of degree between pairs of linked nodes, and the detail of the computation can be found in [49] . one, and a is taken to be 0.1, 0.5, or 0.9. The resulting global and local clustering coefficients, and the assortativity values of network H can be found in Table 1 . For each a value, we see that clustering increases as we go from NN to NC to CC, while assortativity stays the same. Our main conclusion from Fig. 7 is that for a given a, the curve for the NN is always above that of NC, which in turn is always above that of CC. That is, the critical threshold of information epidemics increases while the final epidemic size decreases as we move from NN to NC to CC, i.e., as the clustering coefficient in the whole system increases. Therefore, we conclude that the high level of clustering not only makes it more difficult for information to reach a significant fraction of the population, but it also reduces the mean epidemic size at any level of information transmissibility.
The inhibitive effect of clustering on epidemics has been observed in the single network case as well [24] , and is often attributed to the fact that the edges used for completing wedges to triangles is redundant for the purposes of information propagation; a wedge is defined as a connected triple that is not a triangle. This is particularly evident when T f ¼ T w ¼ 1, and the size of the epidemics is equal to the giant component size in H. It is clear that adding an extra edge to this graph that transforms a wedge into a triangle has no effect on its giant component; in contrast it may be possible to increase the giant component size by adding this extra edge somewhere else in the network. Therefore, as long as the degree distributions and degree-degree correlations are fixed, random networks with low clustering will tend to have a larger epidemic size and a lower epidemic threshold.
In order to understand the effect of clustering better, we next consider a different setting where we control the level of clustering in network W while keeping its mean total degree fixed. More precisely, we use Poisson distributions for the number of single and triangle edges in both networks with parameters given in Table 2 . Put differently, network F has a fixed clustering coefficient while with c 2 ½0; 4 the clustering of W varies between the two extremes: i) when c ¼ 4, W will have no single-edges and consist only of triangles resulting with a clustering coefficient close to one; and ii) with c ¼ 0, there will be no triangles in W and hence its clustering coefficient will be close to zero. Thus, with increasing c, the clustering coefficient of W increases, which in turn increases clustering in the multilayer network H; see Table 3 for specific clustering coefficients corresponding to several c values considered. We remark that by the choice given in Table 2 , the degree distribution (single edges plus triangle edges) of W is given by
This ensures that as c varies both the mean and the variance of the degree distribution remains constant, allowing us to focus only on the effect of clustering; for instance, using Poiðð4 À cÞÞ rather than 2Poi 4Àc 2 À Á would change the variance of the distribution and hence the threshold for information epidemics (viz. (24) ). As seen from Table 2 , the assortativity of the network also remains constant with varying c.
With these in mind, we first demonstrate in Fig. 8 the boundary of the T f À T w plane that identifies the threshold of information epidemics. Put differently, for each parameter pair ðc; aÞ, the curves in Fig. 8 separates the region where information epidemics can take place (north and east of the curves) from the region where they can not (south-west of the curves). We see that with the same T f , clustering increases the minimum T w that is needed for information epidemics to be possible. In other words, we see again that clustering increases the threshold of epidemics.
Next, we look at the effect of clustering on the relative final size of information epidemics for specific percolation (i.e., transmissibility) probabilities. From Fig. 9 , we see that the size of giant component decreases as the clustering Fig. 8 we set F ¼ W ¼ 0:5. We use F ¼ 0:36 and W ¼ 0:5 for Fig. 9 .
coefficient increases, again confirming that high clustering reduces the epidemic size.
How Does a Affect the Information Propagation Dynamics?
We now shift our focus to understanding the impact of the parameter a, which controls the relative size of network F to network W, on the information propagation dynamics. From a practical perspective, this will help understand the role of the size of an online social network, say Facebook, on propagating the information. As we shall demonstrate soon, this parameter's impact on the overall network topology goes beyond a change in degree distribution, and thus its effect on epidemic threshold and epidemic size are highly non-trivial.
In order to focus only on the impact of a, we consider non-clustered networks throughout this section; however, a similar discussion would hold for clustered networks as well. Let W and F be random networks with given degree distributions, and let H ¼ W ' F be their disjoint union; i.e., network H is a colored degree-driven random graph introduced in [50] . As before W is defined on n vertices, each of which belongs to vertex set of F independently with probability a. For simplicity, we assume that network W has Poisson degree distribution with parameter red , while network F has degree distribution Poið blue Þ. Under this setting, each of the n nodes in graph H will have a colored degree distribution given by
where blue edges represent links in F and red edges represent links in W. The multiplex network (MN) H is then generated by the colored configuration model where only stubs of the same color are connected together to form an edge.
To check the impact of a on the size of information epidemics in a fair way, we keep the value of a blue fixed throughout the experiments. This ensures that the mean number of blue edges in H remains constant as a varies. Put differently, this setting allows us to compare the impact of a small but densely connected social network with a large but loosely connected one in facilitating the propagation of information. Below, we will argue why an adjustment on a changes not only the degree distribution but also the degree-degree correlations in the network. To make this point clearer, we also include in our comparison the simplex network (SN) case which ignores the colors of the edges and generates H via the standard configuration model with degree distribution p k ¼ p red k È p blue k ; here È denotes the convolution operator.
The results comparing the final epidemic sizes for three specific a values are given in Fig. 10 . These plots are obtained via computer simulations with n ¼ 5 Â 10 5 , red ¼ 1, a blue ¼ 1, and T w ¼ T f is varied from zero to one; each data point corresponds to an average over 100 independent runs. We list the resulting assortativity values for each case in Table 4 . As expected, the simplex case that corresponds to the standard configuration model has uncorrelated degrees and thus the resulting assortativity is zero. However, we realize that aside from changing the degree distribution in the network, the relative size of F also has a significant impact on the degree-degree correlations in the multiplex case. This impact, namely the positive correlations observed between the Table 3 . degrees of neighbors, is particularly pronounced in the case where a is small; e.g., assortativity is 0.96 when a ¼ 0:01. This can be attributed to the fact that when a is close to zero, a very small fraction of nodes receive a large number of blue edges (since a blue is fixed) and these extra edges can only be used to connect with other nodes that also have extra edges; as before red edges are assigned to every node. As a result, the network H exhibits a very densely connected (community-like) subgraph on the vertices that participate in F, and this leads to highly positive degree-degree correlations given that the nodes in F have significantly larger (in the statistical sense) degrees than nodes that are not in F.
There are a number of interesting conclusions we can derive from Fig. 10 . First, by comparing the simplex and multiplex cases with each other for each a value (i.e., by comparing the line and the marker that are of the same color in Fig. 10 ) we see that multiplex networks have a smaller epidemic threshold as well as a smaller epidemic size as compared to the corresponding simplex network for small a values; on the other hand for a ' 1, the differences are negligible. This observation is in line with the assortativity values seen in Table 4 noting the fact that assortativity is known [24] , [43] to reduce the critical threshold and the size of epidemics.
Second, we focus on the impact of a on the threshold and size of epidemics by comparing the three lines in Fig. 10 that correspond to the multiplex case with a ¼ 0:01, a ¼ 0:1 and a ¼ 0:99, respectively. We observe that as a gets larger, the epidemic threshold increases and so does the final epidemic size. What this means is that, it will be more difficult to trigger an information epidemic when the physical network is augmented with a large online social network that is loosely connected, as compared to the case when the online social network is small but densely connected. However, when information transmissibility is high in both networks, final epidemic size is going to be larger in the case of a large but loosely connected online social network as compared to the case of a small but densely connected one.
Combining, we conclude that information with low transmissibility spreads more effectively with a small but densely connected social network, whereas highly transmissible information will reach more people with the help of a large but loosely connected social network; here the basis of comparison is again the total number edges in the overlay network.
It is important to remark that the differences observed between the three lines for the multiplex case may not be solely attributed to the changes in the assortativity levels. This is because when we adjust a, the degree distribution of the network changes as well. For example, it is easy to see that as a increases the variance of the degree distribution tends to be lower, which is known [37] to increase the epidemic threshold; i.e., it has a similar impact on the epidemic threshold with reducing the assortativity. To better understand the impact of a on the degree distribution and hence on the information propagation dynamics, we now compare the three simplex network cases in Fig. 10 , i.e., we compare the data points shown with markers. This time as well, we see that as a gets larger the epidemic threshold and the final epidemic size gets larger, although the differences observed are less significant as compared to the multiplex case discussed above. Intuitively speaking, this would be expected since none of these three cases exhibit assortativity and the observed impact is only due to the change in the degree distribution. The observed impact of a on the degree distribution and on the epidemic threshold can in fact be quantified. First, we recall that for a single layer network, the critical threshold for epidemics is given by [37] , [43] T E½d i ðd i À 1Þ E½d i > 1;
where d i is the degree of an arbitrary node i. With the choice of the degree distribution given in (23) and T f ¼ T w ¼ T , it is easy to see that this condition reduces to a blue þ red þ a 2 blue À a 2 2 blue a blue þ red > 1 T ;
or, equivalently to T > 2 3 þ 1=a ;
with our choices of a blue ¼ red ¼ 1. This finding quantifies how the critical threshold should increase with a, and it is in perfect agreement with the curves for the simplex case shown in Fig. 10 as expected.
CONCLUSION
We analyze the propagation of information in clustered multilayer networks, where the vertex set of one network is a subset of the vertex set of the other. We solve analytically for the threshold, probability, and mean size of information epidemics, and confirm our findings via extensive computer simulations. We show from various angles that clustering increases the epidemic threshold and decreases the final epidemic size in multi-layer networks. We also demonstrate how the overlap between the constituent networks affects the information propagation dynamics, particularly through impacting the degree-degree correlations. For instance, we show that an online social network F that is small in size but large in mean connectivity is more effective in facilitating the propagation of information as compared to a large social network with smaller mean connectivity, with the total number of edges fixed in both cases. Our general framework contains non-clustered multilayer networks and single-layer clustered networks as special cases. In addition, given that information propagation problem is studied via bond percolation over a multi-layer network, our work can also be useful in the context of As expected, for the simplex network case the degrees of the nodes are uncorrelated and assortativity is thus zero. The multiplex case exhibits assortative mixing, with the correlations getting more significant with decreasing a.
robustness against random attacks-Assume that our system consists of two conjoint networks F and W and an adversary attacks edges in both networks randomly with probabilities T f and T w , respectively with the aim of disconnecting the whole system. Then, the size and existence of the giant component after edge failures would be natural metrics for the robustness of this system against random attacks. To that end, we believe our results (e.g., Fig. 8 ) would be useful in understanding the impact of clustering on the robustness of multi-layer networks.
There are many open problems one might consider for future work. For instance, the impact of assortativity is not fully understood on the propagation of information over multilayer networks. Another interesting direction would be to consider networks that exhibit clustering not only through triangles, but also through larger cliques. Extending some of the ideas presented here to the case of influence propagation (e.g., complex contagions) would also be interesting; e.g., see [51] 
